Data sheet

OpenText Media Management
Accelerated File Transfer
Protect and accelerate the exchange
of large media assets

Provides
high-performance
and ultra-fast
file transfer
Protects valuable
digital assets on
the move
Integrates
seamlessly into
users’ everyday
workflow
Improves user
satisfaction
Works with:

OpenText™ Media
Management v16.5

Ad agencies, design firms, media and video producers, studios, publishers and marketing
departments all have one thing in common: They produce very large media files. However,
within these highly collaborative industries, global teams struggle with security and speed
when exchanging large and valuable media files.
OpenText™ Media Management Accelerated File Transfer is a user-friendly, enterprise-grade
file transfer system that delivers uncompromising security to exchange large files safely
across the globe. Eliminate the risk of exchanging rich digital content and increase productivity with a single, centrally managed solution.
Unlike other acceleration solutions, Accelerated File Transfer integrates with OpenText™
Media Management. Files are securely moved between co-workers and other authorized
users, such as agencies, field representatives, partners and the media to ensure faster
delivery, quicker responses and timely approvals within the context of Media Management.
The solution uses industry standards and protocols to transfer large files with ease, especially when compared to the proprietary protocols and non-standard ports required by UDP
and other transfer solutions.

Platform support

Description

Server OS support

Windows® and Linux®

Database support

No database required

Client support

Windows and Mac®

Standard HTTP/HTTPS protocol

Yes

Transfer encryption

Yes, standard HTTPS for encryption

End-user transport features

• Pause/resume
• Transfer progress filtering for uploads and downloads
• Filter for retries, in progress and completed transfers
• Self-defined download location
• Easy retries
• All users receive optimized file upload and download experience,
regardless of location
• Easy compatibility for corporate networks with HTTP communication
• Does not require pre-caching content to achieve performance
• Fully integrated transfer controls within the Media Management UX,
not a separate client UX
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Transfer content without worry
Protection for files on the move

• Encrypts all files using HTTPS standards to protect against nefarious interception while in
transit during upload and download.
Fast, accelerated file transfer
• Provides fast file transfers using high-performance tools and patent-pending technologies.
• Adapts and auto-tunes to network conditions on the fly to take full advantage of available
network bandwidth and overcome all performance draining network conditions, such as
latency and disturbance.
Ideal for transfers that are too big or too slow for existing systems
• Boosts performance and productivity and eliminates wasted time and risky
file transfer alternatives.

• Increases productivity with accelerated upload speeds that will not crash and lose
progress enabling users to get more done.

• Eliminates the cost, effort and risk of using physical media, such as hard drives or DVDs,
and relying on shipping and courier services.

Accelerated File Transfer provides an informative dashboard to
monitor transfers, stop, pause, and resume.
Build a digital media foundation engineered for innovation
As a leading enterprise Digital Asset Management (DAM) solution for more than ten years,
Media Management provides the core enterprise infrastructure, key platform components
and capabilities supporting the DAM ecosystem with the efficiencies of “create-once,
use-many” to repurpose, re-express, reuse and recreate media assets. Users see measurable gains in productivity from native jobs tracking and assignment, review, approval and
adaptive media delivery. Media Management’s ability to interconnect and integrate with
other production, marketing and business technologies is a major differentiator demonstrated in many integrated partner solutions.
Media Management, a central foundation for the digital enterprise, helps large organizations
manage video, images and rich media—from creation to consumption. With a powerful
yet simple to use interface, it helps employees find what they need to use and share
digital assets anywhere for richer, more effective communication in marketing, sales and
throughout the enterprise. Media Management tools help streamline complex tasks, accelerate cloud operations and enhance AI-powered rich media analytics. It also empowers
creative employees through a deeply integrated workflow, making it easy to get the right
content and rich experiences to users on the platforms and devices they choose.
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